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Who?
Grades K-8
Grade designation refers to the current 2023 - 2024 school year.
Entering Kindergarten students will join the Valley View Early Learning Center for Summer Camp.

Where?
K-8: Catalina Foothills High School, 4300 E. Sunrise Drive, Tucson, AZ 85718 - House 3

When?
CARE Full Day: 5/28 - 5/31
Week 1   6/3 - 6/7
Week 2   6/10 - 6/14
Week 3   6/17 - 6/21
Week 4   6/24 - 6/28
Week 5   7/1 - 7/3,  7/5
Week 6   7/8 - 7/12
Week 7   7/15 - 7/19
CARE full day reopens 7/22

Weekly Options
 Camp Sunrise:

7am - 8am
8am - 9am 

Camp Options: 
9am - 12pm 
1pm - 4pm

Camp Sunset: 
4pm - 5:00pm
5pm - 5:30pm

Camp Pricing:
Weekly:

$157 - Per Session - AM or PM
Week 5: Monday - Wednesday: $95 per 
AM or PM session, Friday: priced as shown
Outdoor Adventures - priced as shown

 

NOTE: Weekly Camps begin the week of June 3 and continue through July 19. 
The C.A.R.E. Program will be open the week of May 28 - 31 from 7am - 5:30pm, located at 
Sunrise Drive Elementary: 5301 E. Sunrise Dr.   (520) 209-7944.
Schedule on the CARE calendar through your CARE account. Daily scheduling available.

ENROLL ONLINE STARTING AT 8:30AM, MARCH 13 AT CS.CFSD16.ORG.  
ONE TIME NON-REFUNDABLE $25 REGISTRATION FEE PER CAMPER.

Fees
Registration deadlines are the Wednesday before the camp start date.
Late fee of $15 for any registrations after the weekly registration deadline.
Schedule changes are subject to a $10 fee.

Refunds
Registration fee of $25 is non refundable.
We do not prorate for missed days.
Maximum refund of 75% for withdrawals before the weekly registration deadline.
No refunds will be given after the weekly registration deadline.  
A minimum of 10% fee will be accessed when dropping any Outdoor Adventure camps
before the weekly registration deadline.

Early Bird Camp Packs
Includes swag bag with t-shirt if you enroll by April 14.
Congratulations to our CFHS Graphics Design student Ashlee Mendola for designing the logo our summer t-shirt
and sticker!

More Information can be found at community schools.cfsd16.org
(520) 209-8454

SUMMER 2024SUMMER 2024

https://cs.cfsd16.org/


SUMMER 2024SUMMER 2024
Student Safety

Campers must be enrolled while on campus, and are not permitted to leave on their own at any time.
Only use the designated Summer Camp doors to drop off or pick up your student.
 If you arrive late or need to pick up your camper early for any reason, please call 209-7563 or 209-8454.
 If your camper becomes ill while on campus, the health assistant will notify you to come pick up your camper. 
 Notify us immediately if your camper becomes ill at (520) 209-7563. 
 Your camper must be fever free for 24 hours before they can return to campus. Please follow the CFSD       
Student Illness protocol; if you are sick, please stay home!
 For camper safety, visitors are not permitted on campus.
 Attendance Line: (520) 209-7563.

Electronic Devices
Community Schools is not responsible for lost, stolen or damaged devices or items. Please do not bring these
to camp. The use of electronic devices during camp is prohibited.
If your camper needs to call home, staff will be happy to assist.

Camp Sunrise and Camp Sunset
Grades: K - 8  
Fun activities including board and card games, quiet time and free play with friends.
Early morning (7am and/or 8am) and late afternoon (4pm - 5:00pm and/or 5:30pm) hour.
Register per week, no daily options (exception: 4th of July week).
FEES: (7 - 8am, 8 - 9am and/or 4 - 5:00pm) $35/week/hour and $17.50 for 5-5:30pm.
Week 5 (July 1, 2, 3): $21/hour for Mon-Wed, Friday $7/hour. 

Lunch
Lunch hour is provided for those attending full day camp only.
Please provide a sack lunch, snacks and water bottle.
Lunches cannot be refrigerated, so please do not pack items that need to be refrigerated unless you include
an ice pack.
Please label your camper’s lunch and water bottle.
If your camper has any food allergies, please include these allergies on your information card.

Drop off and Pick up Procedure
Curbside drop-off and pick-up only, please follow the directional signs.
Do not park and walk your camper onto campus..
Morning campers should remain in vehicles until 8:45am (exception: dropping off for Camp Sunrise).
Dismissal is at noon for morning campers and 4pm for afternoon campers.
In order to keep traffic moving, please do not arrive earlier than 15 minutes before pickup. 
Please remain in your vehicle in the pick up line.
Pick up promptly. Any late pick ups will be accessed a $3/minute late fee.
You must be signed up for a full day to stay during the lunch hour. 
Afternoon campers may not arrive before 12:45pm.
For any other drop off or pick up times, please call the attendance line (520) 209-7563.
If you need to pick up early, please call before 11:30am (AM only campers) or 3:30pm.  We will not dismiss
campers individually after these times.
Advance notice of appointments appreciated.

(520) 209-8454 CS@CFSD16.ORG CS.CFSD16.ORG



Week Grades Adventure Time

6/3-6/7 3 - 8 Geocaching Adventure Camp 8am - 12pm

6/10-6/14 4 - 8 Mt. Lemmon Bound 9am - 4pm

6/17-6/21 4 - 8 Southwest Explorers: Expedition to New Mexico week long

6/24-6/28 3 - 6 Mini Mt. Lemmon Bound 9am - 4pm

7/1-7/3 5 - 9 Backpacking Horton Creek 3-day trip

7/8-7/12 4 - 8 Mt. Lemmon Bound - Backpacking Edition! 9am - 4pm

7/15-7/19 4 - 8 Starry Nights & Alpine Heights: Great Basin Getaway week long

Levels of Difficulty:
To allow you a better understanding of what may be encountered on your Adventure Trip, we have developed a 
grading system that quantifies the technical nature and physical output level of each trip. When you are registering 
for a trip, it helps to be aware of the physical difficulty level so you are not caught unprepared!

Our scale begins at one hiker       , denoting low to moderate exertion. Participants should be capable of moving or hiking
for several hours at a stretch, with short breaks every hour. Good health is a prerequisite for participants in this category.
The scale extends to four  hikers                         , recommended only for highly experienced outdoor enthusiasts. Good
health and prior hiking or backpacking experience are essential. These trips may involve 6 - 8 hours of walking per day, 
often requiring participants to carry their own gear. Individuals must be able to carry up to a 30 lb pack for up to 5 miles
during the hike while maintaining the pace of the group.

SUMMER 2024SUMMER 2024
OUTDOOR ADVENTURES

Please carefully read each trip description, and if you have questions before registering, feel free to email
mgrodman@cfsd16.org.  We can assist in matching your child with the approppriate trip based on their level of experience.

Participating in an adventure doesn't require being a professional athlete, but it does necessitate being an active person. A
keen desire to learn, have fun, strong motivation, and a positive attitude are equally crucial for success!

Gear Notes:
Here are some essential gear items that campers will need for all our Adventure Programs. Prior to departure, we will
email you with specific pack lists for each camp.

A DAYPACK to hold lunch, snacks, water & sunscreen.

Hiking Shoes or Boots that have good tread.

Two WATER BOTTLES that hold at least 1-liter of water.

A DUFFEL BAG if you are going on a trip with an overnight.

PROGRAM GUIDES AND DESCRIPTIONS LOCATED ON PAGES 4-7. 

mailto:mgrodman@cfsd16.org


Geocaching Adventure Camp
            2-3 mile hikes daily, 500-1000 ft in elevation change.Minimal physical exertion sustained for short periods of time. Supportive soled                 
           shoes required. No flat soled shoes permitted. Suitable for those with beginning outdoor experiences. 

Let’s go on the thrilling real-world treasure hunt known as Geocaching, happening right here in Tucson! Discover the excitement as we
delve into our hometown, boasting over 1600 hidden caches – a geocacher’s paradise! Throughout the week, we will cover the essentials,
including basic orientation, directional navigation, geocaching terminology, and hiking etiquette. Get hands-on experience as we learn to
program, read, and navigate using handheld GPS devices.

In addition to the thrill of the hunt, we will delve into "Leave No Trace" principles, practicing responsible Geocaching by Caching-In and
Trashing-Out, ensuring we leave our town cleaner than we found it. Lace up your walking shoes as we navigate with GPS to uncover
hidden spots in various locations, ranging from local parks and historic neighborhoods to hiking trails and famous attractions.
Join us for a week of outdoor "hide and seek" adventure! A supply list will be provided ahead of camp to ensure you are fully equipped for
the geocaching exploration.

Guide: Polly Tanner 
Week 1: June 3-7, 2024    Grades: 3-8     Time: 8:00am-12:00pm    
Fee: $216

Mt. Lemmon Bound 
                     3-6 mile hikes daily, 1000-2000 ft in elevation change. Moderate physical exertion sustained for longer periods of time. Supportive soled 
                    shoes  required. No flat soled shoes permitted. Suitable for those with moderate outdoor experiences. Students should have some 
                    experience hiking prior to this camp.  

Join us on this cool mountain adventure as we escape the Tucson heat and head up to Mt. Lemmon! Explore diverse trails ranging from 
3 to 6 miles each day on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, with exciting day trips up the mountain. The excitement will build all week for
our overnight campout on Thursday, surrounded by breathtaking scenery, campfire cookouts and Smores’!
Immerse yourself in the outdoors, mastering survival and leadership skills, perfecting knot tying, honing map reading abilities, and
observing wildlife. Chronicle your daily discoveries in a detailed journal, creating lasting memories.

Be prepared for each day's expedition by packing a sack lunch, snacks, and bringing a sturdy hiking backpack capable of carrying at least
2 liters of water. Prior to the camp we will email you a detailed pack list specifically tailored for the overnight adventure. Get ready for a
week filled with nature learning and creating unforgettable experiences!

Guides: Mary Grodman & Polly Tanner
Week 2: June 10-14, 2024     Grades: 4-8      Time: 9:00am – 4:00pm (Monday – Wednesday), Thursday – Arrive at 9:00am for our
overnight, return Friday at 4:00pm    
Fee: $432

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE TRIP DESCRIPTIONS



Southwest Explorers: Expedition to New Mexico
                       3-8 miles, 1000-2000 ft elevation change.  Moderate physical exertion sustained for longer periods of time. Hiking boots or shoes    
                       required.  No flat soled shoes permitted. Suitable for those with moderate outdoor experiences.  Must have prior camping experience.

Embark on an enchanting journey through New Mexico's diverse wonders! Join us as we unveil the secrets behind the Land of
Enchantment, exploring ancient petroglyphs, lava fields, and a captivating cave system, all within the embrace of Smokey Bear’s
National Forest. New Mexico's pristine landscapes, from white sands to majestic mountains, will serve as our playground.
Our adventure includes visits to White Sands National Park, where we will frolic amidst the iconic gypsum dunes, join in the festivities 
as we celebrate Smokey Bear's 80th birthday at a fire tower, learning valuable lessons in fire safety and descend into the awe-inspiring
Carlsbad Caverns, among the world's best-preserved cave complexes! All while camping in the lush mountain meadows of Lincoln
National Forest, Smokey's own habitat!
Get ready for a journey filled with Fun, Adventure & Education! CS Outdoors has all aspects covered – food, equipment, entrance fees,
and transportation. A comprehensive trip pack list will be provided before departure, ensuring you are well-prepared for this
unforgettable expedition.

Guides: Mary Grodman & Polly Tanner
Week 3: June 17-21, 2024     Grades: 4-8      
Trip Departs at 8:00am Monday, returns 4:00pm Friday    
Fee: $594

Mini Mt. Lemmon Bound 

                   

This week is designed for beginner hikers and outdoor enthusiasts! Explore Tucson's delightful summer retreat with day hikes on 
Mt. Lemmon. Receive an introduction to Leave No Trace principles, basic survival skills, map reading, and plant & animal identification,
gradually growing more comfortable in the natural world! Each morning, venture onto different trails, and in the afternoons, engage in
hands-on activities such as crafting fire-starters, paracord bracelets, and assembling your own first aid kit. To cap off the week, we will spend
Thursday night camping overnight on the mountain!  

Ensure you are well-prepared for each day's adventure by packing a sack lunch, snacks, wearing a sturdy hiking backpack capable of carrying
at least 2 liters of water. Prior to the camp, we will email you a comprehensive pack list specifically tailored for the overnight adventure. This
program serves as an excellent preparation for our full-week camping adventures!

Guides: Mary Grodman & Polly Tanner 
Week 4: June 24-28, 2024    Grades: 3-6     Time: 9:00am – 4:00pm (Monday – Wednesday), Thursday – Arrive at 9:00am 
for our overnight, return Friday at 4:00pm
Fee: $432 

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE TRIP DESCRIPTIONS

2-3 mile hikes daily, 500-1000 ft in elevation change. Moderate physical exertion sustained for short periods of time. Supportive
soled  shoes required. No flat soled shoes permitted. Suitable for those with beginning outdoor experiences.



Backpacking Horton Creek
                            3-8 miles, 1500-3000 ft elevation change.  Moderate physical exertion sustained for longer periods of time. Hiking boots required. No      

flat soled shoes permitted. Suitable for those with moderate outdoor experiences.  Must have prior camping experience.

Looking for a WILD backcountry adventure this summer? Horton Creek, just outside of Payson, AZ, offers an enchanting perennial
creek hike that travels from Horton Springs at the base of the Mogollon Rim down a lush, forested canyon. Along the trail, numerous
spots allow you to soak your feet and relish in the cascading beauty as we backpack in for the night.
Throughout this experience, we will delve into map reading, teamwork dynamics, leadership skills, safety and emergency procedures,
Leave No Trace Principles, and even explore some delectable backcountry recipes!  Our first night sets the stage at a Payson
campground, where we will prepare for the expedition, pack our backpacks, and acquire the essential survival skills for the program.
The following morning, we will set out bright and early with all our gear for our overnight trek on the Mogollon Rim! Rest assured, all
necessities, including food, tents, entrance fees, and transportation, will be provided. Backpacks for overnight use may be available
upon request. Before departure, a comprehensive trip itinerary and pack list will be emailed to ensure you are fully prepared for this
exciting adventure. 

This program is suitable for both first-timers and seasoned backpacking 
enthusiasts. Campers should have hiking boots or shoes, a sleeping bag or pad 
and be able to carry at least 20-30 lbs on their backs.

Guide: Mary Grodman
Week 5: July 1-3, 2024 (Mon-Wed) 
Grades: 5-9    
Trip departs 8:00am Monday and  returns 5:00pm Wednesday
Fee: $356

Mt. Lemmon Bound - Backpacking Edition! 
                 .

This week is tailored for campers ready to enhance their outdoor adventure skills and deepen their knowledge of the Coronado
National Forest! Anticipate more challenging and extended hikes, with campers taking on responsibilities such as map reading, leading
the group, and help with planning the overnight backpacking trip. Immerse yourself in the natural world, focus on exercise, leadership
development, backpacking techniques and honing outdoor skills throughout the week. Campers will conclude this adventure with a
heightened understanding of themselves and the local environment around them.

Ensure you are well-prepared for each day's activities by bringing a sack lunch, snacks, and a sturdy hiking backpack with the capacity
to carry at least 2 liters of water. A supply list for the overnight backpacking segment will be provided before the start of camp, and
backpacks for overnight use may be available upon request. Campers should have hiking boots or shoes, a sleeping bag or pad & be
able to carry at least 20-30 lbs on their backs.

Guide: Mary Grodman
Week 6: July 8-12, 2024     Grades: 4-8     Time: 9:00am – 4:00pm (Monday – Wednesday), Thursday – Arrive at 9:00am 
for our overnight, return Friday at 4:00pm
Fee: $432 

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE TRIP DESCRIPTIONS

4-8 miles, 1000-2000 ft elevation change.  Challenging terrain and physically demanding activity for extended periods of time. Moderate
physical exertion sustained for longer periods of time. Suitable for those with moderate to advanced outdoor experiences. Designed for
those looking to push their limits. Must have prior camping experience.



3-8 miles, 1000-2000 ft elevation change.  Moderate physical exertion sustained for longer periods of time. Hiking boots or shoes
required.  No flat soled shoes permitted. Suitable for those with moderate outdoor experiences.  Must have prior camping experience.

Starry Nights & Alpine Heights: Great Basin Getaway

Join us for the grand finale of summer camp as we embark on an extraordinary journey through the northern reaches of Arizona! Our
first night will be spent at Coral Sand Dunes State Park in southwestern Utah, where the mesmerizing dunes offer fantastic
opportunities for exploring, hiking and witnessing breathtaking sunsets against the stunning red hues of the dunes. Our expedition
continues northward to Great Basin National Park in Nevada, a dry and mountainous region nestled between the Sierra Nevada and
the Wasatch Mountains. This area is renowned for its groves of ancient bristle-cone pines, the oldest known living non-clonal
organisms. From the 13,063-foot summit of Wheeler Peak to the sagebrush-covered foothills, Great Basin National Park provides a
myriad of outdoor adventures. We will embark on day hikes to crystal-clear alpine lakes with panoramic views of glacier-covered
peaks, explore the subterranean passages of Lehman Caves, and marvel at the stunning night skies in this designated dark sky
national park. Before heading home, our final stop will be the North Rim of the Grand Canyon! Here, we will absorb the highest and
most expansive views of the canyon, relishing in the serenity and solitude that the North Rim offers as we reflect on the adventures of
the week. It is a perfect way to unwind and prepare for the upcoming school year!

This week promises to be a blend of Fun, Adventure & Education! CS Outdoors has all aspects covered – from food and equipment to
entrance fees and transportation. A detailed trip pack list will be provided before departure, ensuring you are well-prepared for this
unforgettable expedition.

Guides: Mary Grodman & Polly Tanner
Week 7: July 15-19, 2024
Grades: 4-8 
Trip Departs at 8:00am Monday, returns 5:00pm Friday
Fee: $594

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE TRIP DESCRIPTIONS



Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Animal Exploration Jean Stockwell

K-2 Games Galore                                                 Tim Hall

K-2 Incredible Things That Crawl Brenda Cabarga

K-2 Road Trip Through Mexico             (Food Allergy Alert) Sonia Pineda

K-2 The Artist in You Crystal Marrs

1-3 Backyard Growers Jasmine Peebles

1-3 Mystical Woodland Ball Zita Bidleman-Owens

2-5 Mixed Media Art Megan McKee

2-5 Water Mania Brandon Alessini

3-6 3D Creations Ryan Bailey

3-6 Cozy Stitch Creations Kristina Horvath

3-6 Super Sports Camp Jamaal Barnhardt

4-6 Flag Football Aaron Ravenell

4-6 Heroes and Villians Perler Beads Connor Davidson

5-8 All Star Sports Griffin Loughran

5-8 Dungeons and Dragons Jude Gurr

5-8 Jewelry Workshop Nona Amorim

9am -
12pm

1pm -
4pm

Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Space Camp Jean Stockwell

K-2 Edible Science Brenda Cabarga

K-2 Kickin’ It with Remy Remy Cooper

K-2 Oceanic Rhythms: Mermaids & Sea Creatures Dance Gala Zita Bidleman-Owens

K-2 Recycle-Palooza Sonia Pineda

1-3 Mixed Media Art Megan McKee

1-3 Wizard’s World Mary Aubrey

2-5 Elevate Your Space with DIY Home Decor Nona Amorim

2-5 Lego Build-a-rama Jude Gurr

2-5 Pickleball Tim Hall

2-6 Inside Out Theatre Devin Celis

3-6 3D Perler Beads Ashley Henrichsen

4-6 Sports Fusion Brandon Alessini

4-8 Cake Decorating I Joe Marcil

5-8 Magical Mini Wizard’s Chest Tasha Burr

6-8 Strength and Conditioning Isaac Calvillo

Week 1: June 3 - 7            $157  per AM session and per PM session

These classes are held primarily outdoors.

These classes contain food items and may not be suitable for those with food allergies.

Enrollment deadline for Week 1: May 29.

DESCRIPTIONS LOCATED ON PAGES 15-23. 

(Outside)

(Outside)

(Outside)

(Outside)

(Outside)

(Food Allergy Alert)

(Food Allergy Alert)



Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Grossology Jean Stockwell

K-1 Backyard Games Remy Cooper

K-2 Backyard Growers Jasmine Peebles

K-2 Cartoon Character Camp Mary Aubrey

K-2 Mosaic Adventures Crystal Marrs

1-3 Lego Buid-a-rama Jude Gurr

2-5 All Star Sports Griffin Loughran

2-5 Road Trip Through Mexico Sonia Pineda

2-5 Trading Card Game Adventures Tim Hall

3-6 Pressed Flowers Workshop Megan McKee

3-6 Soccer Aaron Ravenell

4-6 Exploring the World of Creative Writing Honey Pie

4-6 Water Mania Brandon Alessini

5-8 Pop Craft Pixel Art Workshop Connor Davidson

5-8 STEM Explorers Kristina Horvath

9am -
12pm

1pm -
4pm

Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Dino Discovery Jean Stockwell

K-2 All Star Sports Griffin Loughran

K-2 Lego Build-a-rama Jude Gurr

K-2 Gnome and Fairy Wonderland Mary Aubrey

K-2 Slimetime Kristina Horvath

1-3 Kickin’ It With Remy Remy Cooper

2-5 Canyon Desert Dance Odyssey Zita Bidleman-Owens

2-5 Magical Mini Wizard’s Chest Tasha Burr

2-5 Recycle-Palooza Sonia Pineda

3-6 Game Creators Ryan Bailey

3-6 Sports Fusion Brandon Alessini

4-6 Percussion Workshop Avalon Garrett

5-8 3D Perler Beads Ashley Henrichsen

5-8 Pickleball Tim Hall

Week 2: June 10 - 14       $157  per AM session and per PM session

These classes are held primarily outdoors.

These classes contain food items and may not be suitable for those with food allergies.

Enrollment deadline for Week 2: June 5.

DESCRIPTIONS LOCATED ON PAGES 15-23. 
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9am -
12pm

1pm -
4pm

Week 3: June 17 - 21       $157  per AM session and per PM session

These classes are held primarily outdoors.

These classes contain food items and may not be suitable for those with food allergies.

Enrollment deadline for Week 3: June 12.

Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Breakfast Club Jean Stockwell

K-1 Trash to Treasures Mary Aubrey

K-2 All Star Sports Griffin Loughran

K-2 Backyard Growers Jasmine Peebles

K-2 Palette Adventures: Exploring the Art of Painting Crystal Marrs

1-3 Trading Card Game Adventures Tim Hall

2-5 Gator Ball Games Aaron Ravenell

2-5 STEM Explorers Kristina Horvath

2-5 Unconventional Painting Megan McKee

3-6 Heroes and Villians Perler Beads Connor Davidson

3-6 Recycle-Palooza Sonia Pineda

4-8 Sports Fusion Brandon Alessini

5-8 Creative Comics Jude Gurr

5-8 Culinary Arts Autumn Hill

5-8 Focus Fest Photography Honey Pie

Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Food From Around The World Jean Stockwell

K-1 Booms and Grooves Zita Bidleman-Owens

K-2 Kickin’ It With Remy Remy Cooper

K-2 Road Trip Through Mexico Sonia Pineda

K-2 Unconventional Painting Megan McKee

1-3 Perler Projects Ashley Henrichsen

2-5 Culinary Arts Crystal Marrs

2-5 Games Galore Tim Hall

2-5 Tiny Treats Craft Workshop Tasha Burr

3-6 Backyard Games Griffin Loughran

3-6 Inside Out Theatre Devin  Cellis

4-8 Aerospace Origins Ryan Bailey

5-8 Cozy Stitch Creations Kristina Horvath

5-8 Dungeons and Dragons Jude Gurr

5-8 Nothing But Net Jerilynn  Vasquez

DESCRIPTIONS LOCATED ON PAGES 15-23. 
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9am -
12pm

1pm -
4pm

Week 4: June 24 - 28      $157  per AM session and per PM session

These classes are held primarily outdoors.

These classes contain food items and may not be suitable for those with food allergies.

Enrollment deadline for Week 4: June 19.

Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 All About Bugs Jean Stockwell

K-1 Nature Groove Zita Bidleman-Owens

K-2 PE Games Extravaganza Aaron Ravenell

K-2 Stories Galore Brenda Cabarga

K-2 The Artist In You Crystal Marrs

1-3 Backyard Growers Jasmine Peebles

2-5 It’s Elemental My Dear Watt-Sun Charles Loy

2-5 Tiny Magic Glitter Jars Tasha Burr

2-5 Trading Card Game Adventures Tim Hall

3-6 Chess Champs and Card Games Ryan Bailey

4-8 Focus Fest Photography Honey Pie

5-8 Adventures in Tie Dye Megan McKee

5-8 All Star Sports Griffin Loughran

5-8 Escape Room Challenge Jude Gurr

5-8 Field Trippin’ for Middle Schoolers    9am-1pm ($250) CS Site Leads

Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Slimetime Jean Stockwell

K-1 Recycle-Palooza Sonia Pineda

K-2 All Star Sports Griffin Loughran

K-2 Glowing Games Brenda Cabarga

K-2 Puppet Making Mary Aubrey

2-4 Backyard Games Remy Cooper

2-5 Inside Out Theatre Devin Celis

2-5 Pocket-sized Fairy Havens Tasha Burr

3-6 Culinary Arts Crystal Marrs

3-6 Pickleball Tim Hall

3-6 Yoga Honey Pie

4-8 Do Computers Dream of Electric Sheep? Charles Loy

5-8 Creative Writing Camp Jude Gurr

5-8 Nothing But Net Jerilynn Vasquez

DESCRIPTIONS LOCATED ON PAGES 15-23. 
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(Food Allergy Alert)



These classes are held primarily outdoors.

These classes contain food items and may not be suitable for those with food allergies.

Enrollment deadline for Week 5: June 26.

Week 5: July 1 - 3      $95 per AM session and per PM session

9am -
12pm

Monday,
Tuesday,

Wed

1pm -
4pm

Monday,
Tuesday,

Wed

Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Animal Exploration Jean Stockwell

K-2 Edible Science Brenda Cabarga

1-3 Cartoon Character Camp Mary Aubrey

2-5 Lego Build-a-rama Jude Gurr

3-6 Adventures in Tie Dye Megan McKee

4-8 Backyard BBQ Autumn Hill

5-8 Mr. Campa’s Sports Spectacular Jesus Campa

Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Kids in the Kitchen Jean Stockwell

K-2 Crafty Crafters Brenda Cabarga

1-3 All Star Sports Griffin Loughran

2-5 Adventures in Tie Dye Megan McKee

3-6 It’s Elemental my Dear Watt-Sun Charles Loy

4-8 Escape Room Challenge Jude Gurr

5-8 3D Creations Ryan Bailey

Friday, July 5     AM and/or PM selection 
Explosions of Fun! 

Join us for an unforgettable Fourth of July celebration today, where we will transform the day into a burst of patriotic
fun and excitement! Whether you choose a full or half-day adventure, we are all set to celebrate Independence Day at
our Fourth of July Fiesta, filling it with themed stations that promise endless fun and excitement for your camper! Get
ready for a day of red, white, and blue delight at our Fourth of July Fiesta!

Time Grades Camp Fee

7am -
8am K-8 Camp Sunrise $7

8am -
9am K-8 Camp Sunrise $7

9am -
12pm 5-10 CPR/First Aid $36

9am -
12pm K-8 Stars, Stripes and Smiles! $32

1pm -
4pm K-8 Stars, Stripes and Smiles! $32

1pm -
4pm 5-10 Child and Babysitting Safety $58

4pm -
5pm K-8 Camp Sunset $7

5pm -
5:30pm K-8 Camp Sunset $3.50

CPR, AED & Basic First Aid  9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
The CPR, AED and Basic First Aid combination training course is the
perfect course for middle or high school students who want to gain
some new skills, have an interest in future lifeguarding or students
interested in adding these skills to their babysitting resume! This
course will help build confidence to respond in a medical emergency.
The course covers all ages from adults, children to infants. We will
learn about Good Samaritan laws, CPR, AED (automated external
defibrillator) choking, heart attack, asthma, anaphylaxis, heat
emergencies, shock, internal and external injuries.

Babysitting Safety Training 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
This course will help you build a safe and successful babysitting
business! This Child and Babysitting Safety (CABS) course is designed
to engage and inform the aspiring babysitter. It gives teenagers
everything they need to know; from getting started, to dealing with
parents and children, to key safety, caregiving, and first aid tips. We
will go over how to become a confident leader, tips on age
appropriate play time, basic caregiving skills and more! Join us to
develop the skills to become a great babysitter!

(Food Allergy Alert)

(Food Allergy Alert)

(Food Allergy Alert)



Week 6: July 8 - 12      $157  per AM session and per PM session

These classes are held primarily outdoors.

These classes contain food items and may not be suitable for those with food allergies.

Enrollment deadline for Week 6: July 3 .

9am -
12pm

1pm -
4pm

Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Breakfast Club Jean Stockwell

K-1 Gnome and Fairy Wonderland Mary Aubrey

K-2 Artistic Expression Megan McKee

K-2 Backyard Games Remy Cooper

1-3 Mosaic Adventures Crystal Marrs

2-5 Imagineers-in-Training: Theme Park Creations Ashley Henrichsen

2-5 Mr. Campa’s Sports Spectacular Jesus Campa

2-5 Slimetime Kristina Horvath

3-6 Jewelry Workshop Nona Amorim

4-8 Cake Decorating I Joe Marcil

5-8 Nothing But Net Aaron Ravenell

5-8 Dungeons and Dragons Jude Gurr

5-8 Percussion Workshop Avalon Garrett

5-8 Field Trippin’ for Middle Schoolers      9am - 1pm ($250) CS Site Leads

Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Christmas in July Mary Aubrey

K-2 Grossology Jean Stockwell

K-2 Palette Adventures: Exploring the Art of Painting Crystal Marrs

1-3 Backyard Games Remy Cooper

2-5 Artistic Expression Megan McKee

2-5 The World of Art Charles Loy

2-6 Inside Out Theatre Devin Celis

3-6 Creative Comics Jude Gurr

4-8 Beaded Bliss: DIY Perler Jewelry Ashley Henrichsen

4-8 Super Sports Camp Jamaal Barnhardt

5-8 Cake Decorating II Joe Marcil

5-8 The Art of Handmade Cards Nona Amorim

6-8 Strength and Conditioning Isaac Calvillo

DESCRIPTIONS LOCATED ON PAGES 15-23. 

(Outside)

(Outside)

(Food Allergy Alert)

(Food Allergy Alert)

(Food Allergy Alert)



Week 7: July 15 - 19      $157  per AM session and per PM session

These classes are held primarily outdoors.

These classes contain food items and may not be suitable for those with food allergies.

Enrollment deadline for Week 7: July 10 .

9am -
12pm

1pm -
4pm

Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Dino Discovery Jean Stockwell

K-2 Mixed Media Megan McKee

K-2 Puppet Making Mary Aubrey

K-2 Yoga Honey Pie

1-3 Kickin’ It With Remy Remy Cooper

2-5 Creative Comics Jude Gurr

2-5 It’s Elemental My Dear Watt-Sun Charles Loy

3-7 Aerospace Origins Ryan Bailey

4-8 Basketball Camp Jesus Campa

4-8 Cake Decorating I Joe Marcil

5-8 Elevate Your Space with DIY Home Decor Nona Amorim

Grades Camp Instructor

K-1 Space Camp Jean Stockwell

K-2 Creating Miniature Gardens Tasha Burr

K-2 Super Sports Camp Jamaal Barnhardt

K-2 The Artist in You Crystal Marrs

1-3 Slimetime Kristina Horvath

2-5 Beaded Bliss: DIY Perler Jewelry Ashley Henrichsen

2-5 Kickin’ It With Remy Remy Cooper

3-7 Game Creators Ryan Baily

4-8 Cake Decorating II Joe Marcil

5-8 All Star Sports Griffin Loughran

DESCRIPTIONS LOCATED ON PAGES 15-23. 

(Food Allergy Alert)

(Food Allergy Alert)
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3D Creations
Immerse yourself in the thrilling realm of painting 3D miniatures! 
This hands-on camp is perfect for beginners looking to master the
art of painting small figurines. Learn the fundamentals of model
preparation, various painting techniques using acrylic or oil enamel
paints, and advice for preserving the finished product. Campers
will leave with newfound skills and a personalized miniature to
showcase their creativity. Don't miss out on this immersive
experience in miniature painting!

Animal Exploration
Come take an inspiring journey into the captivating world of the
animal kingdom. Learn about the diverse habitats of our
magnificent planet, discovering the incredible creatures that
inhabit the oceans, deserts, forests, and jungles. Create
fascinating animal-themed crafts, enjoy fun games specifically
designed around different animal environments that will foster a
sense of curiosity and wonder. Join us to develop a deeper
appreciation for the incredible creatures that inhabit our
mesmerizing planet.

3D Perler Beads
Are you up for a good challenge? Join us for an exciting
exploration into the world of 3D Perler Bead crafting. Campers 
can choose any deisgn from simpler landscape cubes to
challenging 3D model cars, all made out of perler beads! 
Additionally, campers can channel their creativity into crafting a
personalized poster, drawing inspiration from their own
imaginative ideas or using provided patterns. Come dive into the
world of 3D Perler beads and let your creativity soar!

Artistic Expression
Elevate your painting skills and let your imagination run wild! 
Budding artists can unleash thier creativity with out-of-the-box
painting techniques while they explore unique tools and methods
for artistic expression through painting. From experimenting with
textures and colors to learning new brush strokes and techniques,
this camp is perfect for those who are passionate about art.
Whether you're a beginner or an experienced artist, we will push
your boundaries and inspire you to create stunning masterpieces. 

Aerospace Origins
Discover the origins of flight, the scientific principles behind it, 
and the evolution of aviation technology in this fun camp. Through
constructing balsa wood airplanes witness firsthand how flight is
achieved, engage in competitive matches to add excitement to the
learning process as campers challenge each other and the
instructor! Participants will also experiment with airflow
demonstrations, construct airfoils, and compete in flying contests
using their own models. Join us for an unforgettable journey
through the wonders of aerospace engineering and flight!

Backyard Games
Relive the joy of classic, and discover the thrill of new, backyard
games, at our engaging and reminiscent camp! From timeless
favorites to innovative challenges, this camp promises laughter,
camaraderie, and a memorable experience. Get ready for a blend
of nostalgia and fresh excitement as we create lasting memories
through the joy of playing together!

All About Bugs
Do you have a fascination with all creatures that crawl, creep, or
fly?  Then this is the ideal camp for you! Prepare to dive into the
captivating universe of bugs and discover the incredible range they
offer. Campers will learn about their favorite bugs, as well as
uncover some fascinating new ones. From studying their habitats
to understanding their unique characteristics, we will delve deeply
into the intricate lives of these small creatures. We will unleash our
creativity with bug-themed arts and crafts and participate in a
variety of buggy games that will test your knowledge and skills,
while providing plenty of laughter and entertainment.

All Star Sports
Come and shine with us as the thrill of competition meets the
pure joy of play! Enjoy a blend of indoor and outdoor activities to
keep your camper active and engaged throughout the summer.
Experience a diverse range of sports, including basketball, soccer,
and flag football. We will play exciting team games like capture
the flag, sprouts, sharks and minnows, and many more. Whether
your camper is a seasoned athlete or just discovering their love for
play, our camp fosters teamwork, skill development, and friendly
competition. Join us for an action-packed summer where
friendships are formed, skills are honed, and the spirit of
sportsmanship shines bright!

Adventures in Tie Dye
Are you a tie-dye enthusiast or a beginner eager to try something
new?  This camp offers the perfect opportunity to experiment,
create, and craft one-of-a-kind pieces that express your personal
style. Join us for a fun and inspiring journey into the world of tie-
dye, where every creation is a colorful masterpiece!

Backyard BBQ
There's nothing better than a summer BBQ! Let’s craft an
unforgettably delicious experience with a 4th of July celebration.
Create menus and cook up delicious feasts featuring hot dogs and
more each day! Then we will enjoy some fun backyard games as
we explore the simplest techniques to grill the perfect meals!
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Cake Decorating I
Step into the sweet world of cake decorating, where each
masterpiece is a celebration of artistry and taste! Indulge your
passion for creativity and confectionery with us this week!
Immerse yourself in the art of cake design, mastering essential
techniques like basic borders, trims, and simple floral
arrangements. The apex of the program is the exciting Cake
Challenge, offering campers a platform to showcase their skills
and ingenuity in a friendly and thrilling competition. Join us for 
a delectable journey where art meets deliciousness!

Cake Decorating II
Elevate your cake decorating skills and craft delicious sugary
masterpieces to the next level! In this advanced camp, delve
deeper into the artistry of cake decoration, mastering the creation
of intricate flowers, special decorative trims, borders, and other
fancy touches. Learn the delicate balance of working with both
cream-based and royal icings, exploring advanced techniques that
add finesse to your creations. The sweetest finale? A friendly
decorating competition at the end of the camp, where you can
showcase your newfound skills and creativity!

Beaded Bliss: DIY Perler Jewelry
Elevate your camper's passion for Perler Beads to new heights
with our next-level wearable creations! Dive into the world of
crafting as you master the art of crafting stylish earrings, trendy
cuff bracelets, eye-catching Perler bead keychains, and much
more in this one-of-a-kind jewelry-making class. Unleash your
creativity and transform ordinary beads into extraordinary
accessories!

Canyon Desert Dance Odyssey
Get ready to hop, jump, run, slide, or even crawl as we channel 
the movements of animals inhabiting our desert canyons. In our
immersive dance experience, we'll explore the development of
animal speed, dexterity, and form, capturing the essence of desert
wildlife. Campers will craft a desert backdrop, costumes, and
choreograph a dance number in this dance camp odyssey!

Booms and Groves
Have you ever wondered about the origins of fireworks? Perhaps
it was inspired by the sight of a meteoroid streaking across the
sky!  Imagine the thrill of soaring, flying, or blasting across the
room like these celestial phenomena! Join us for an exhilarating
dancing adventure as we explore the dynamic motions of
fireworks and meteoroids moving through space. In this
interactive camp, we will examine the intricate forms, shapes,
widths, depths, and volumes of their movement, drawing
inspiration from the wonders of the cosmos.

Cartoon Character Camp 
This will be an exciting and interactive camp where you can dive
into the wonderful world of beloved cartoon characters! Through
engaging activities and creative projects, campers will have the
opportunity to fully immerse themselves in the whimsical
adventures and timeless stories of these beloved cartoons.
Discover the secrets behind their creation. Get ready for a world 
of laughter, creativity, and endless fun!

Breakfast Club
Expand your culinary skills in a fun and interactive way as we
cook everyone's favorite meal, breakfast!  Learn how to prepare 
a tantalizing array of delicious breakfast dishes that are sure to
please your taste buds. From fluffy pancakes to mouthwatering
omelets, learn step-by-step instructions on how to whip up 
these delectable breakfast treats. Campers learn various cooking
techniques and gain a deep understanding of the ingredients 
and flavors that make breakfast foods so delightful.

Chess Champs and Card Games
Are you ready to become a chess and card game champion? 
Let's delve into the techniques of past Grandmasters, unraveling
the strategic components of the game of chess. Analyze move
sets from champions, engage in competitive games, and then 
put your newfound strategies to the test as you challenge other
campers. Learn the art of sportsmanship by embracing both
victory and defeat with grace. When we're not competing in a
chess challenge, we'll enjoy a variety of card games from Go Fish
to Uno to Crazy Eights!

Basketball Camp
Enjoy this fantastic opportunity to learn and have fun playing 
the game of basketball. Campers will engage in various drills and
strategies, covering essential basketball skills such as dribbling,
correct shooting form, layups, passing, and more. Most
importantly, campers will enjoy playing a variety of basketball
mini-games and scrimmages, ensuring a great and enjoyable
experience on the court.

Backyard Growers
Step into our backyard and immerse yourself in a week of
creativity as we celebrate the beauty of native plants in Tucson.
Craft your own native garden, terracotta wind chimes, and more 
this week. Take home a diverse array of projects you've created,
along with planted succulents and wildflower seeds, fostering a
continued love for gardening. It's a week of green-thumb
adventures and hands-on exploration of the natural wonders in
our backyard!
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Dino Discovery
“Dinosaurs lived a long time ago, They were terrible lizards, don't
you know?” If you have a camper that is a paleontologist at heart
this is their camp! Through interactive discussions and captivating
presentations, campers will learn about the different types of
prehistoric creatures and their habitats. From the mighty T-Rex to
the graceful Pterodactyl, discover their unique characteristics and
understand how they survived in their environment. But this
camp is not just about studying! We will get our creative juices
flowing as we explore arts and craft projects inspired by these
ancient giants. We will bring the dinosaurs to life this week!

Do Computers Dream of Electric Sheep?
Unlock the world of electronics as campers learn the art of
disassembling and reassembling electronic devices with expert
guidance. The real challenge? Will it work again after the tinkering
begins? Campers will dive, hands-on, into the process, applying
their problem-solving skills to revive their electronic devices.
While mistakes are bound to happen, the excitement builds as
light bulbs illuminate when kids explore various creative solutions
to get things up and running again. Join us for a tech-filled
adventure where curiosity meets problem-solving in the most
hands-on and illuminating way!

Dungeons and Dragons
Welcome, adventurers, both new and seasoned, to Dungeons and
Dragons: Summer Edition! Each day, campers will engage in the
Tabletop RPG, taking on the roles of both players and GMs.
Whether you're crafting characters or guiding the narrative as a
Game Master, everyone is invited to join the adventure. Explore
the realms of acting improv and social storytelling as you embark
on a captivating journey. Never played before? Newcomers are
more than welcome! We all share the spirit of continuous learning.
For those with more experience, prepare to face the most
formidable monsters the game has to offer. We look forward to
seeing you join the adventurers on their epic quests.

Creative Writing Camp
Creative Writing, it's writing...creatively! Join us as we probe into
every aspect of creative writing, covering general topics such as
poetry, short stories, and non-fiction, as well as delving into the
specifics of theme, characterization, point of view, and other
essential tools in the writer's toolkit. Campers will actively engage
in writing exercises, creating pieces that can be shared with the
class. Whether it's exploring prompts or indulging in free writing,
get ready for non-stop writing action and an immersive journey
into the world of creative expression!

Culinary Arts
Young chefs will explore the exciting world of cooking this week!
In this hands-on culinary adventure, campers will learn essential
kitchen skills, from basic techniques to creative food
presentation. Enjoy a variety of engaging and age-appropriate
cooking activities, fostering a love for good food and culinary
creativity. From crafting delicious recipes to discovering the
secrets of kitchen teamwork, this camp offers a delightful and
educational experience for aspiring young chefs. Join us for a
week filled with flavorful fun, culinary exploration, and tasty
creations!

Creative Comics
The focus of this program is to study and create our own comics.
Everything from superheroes, to manga, to the funny pages.
Character design, writing, character development, style, and color
pallet are just a few things that we plan to cover. Camp will be
separated each day into looking at key features in comics
followed by practicing the features we looked at. At the end of
the project students will have a chance to make and complete
their own comic!

Crafty Crafters
Explore your artistic side with a variety of projects, including yarn
crafts, painting, sewing, and scrapbooking. In addition to making
their very own tooth fairy pillow and gorgeous rock garden,
campers will also draw their favorite characters and assemble a
lovely scrapbook full of memories from their summertime
excursions.

Cozy Stitch Creations
Campers, get ready to unravel the world of crocheting! Discover
the basics, experience the satisfaction of accomplishment, and
embark on a journey to master a timeless skill. Whether you're
weaving home decor or fashioning stylish accessories, the
possibilities are limitless. As the week unfolds, campers also have
the chance to give back by contributing a completed crocheted
square to the Linus Project. Join us in creating not just crafts, but
connections and lifelong skills!

Christmas in July
What an enchanting experience: "Christmas in July"! Embrace
the joy and magic of the holiday season in the midst of summer.
This camp is specifically designed for Christmas enthusiasts who
can't get enough of the festive spirit, even during warmer
months. Campers will immerse themselves in various Christmas-
themed crafts and activities. We will make exquisite snowflakes,
beautiful ornaments, charming luminaries, and much more. Build
a winter wonderland without the snow!

Creating Miniature Gardens
Explore your artistic side with a variety of projects, including yarn
crafts, painting, sewing, and scrapbooking. In addition to making
their very own tooth fairy pillow and gorgeous rock garden,
campers will also draw their favorite characters and assemble a
lovely scrapbook full of memories from their summertime
excursions.
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Escape Room Challenge
Can you escape? Join us for this immersive adventure that 
blends mystery, puzzles, and teamwork into an unforgettable
experience! Our camp is designed for those seeking an
exhilarating challenge, where your problem-solving skills and
collaboration abilities will be put to the ultimate test.  Campers
will not only engage in solving puzzles but will also need to work
closely with their fellow campers to unravel the mysteries and
unlock the secrets within each room. 

Elevate Your Space with DIY Home Decor
Transform your surroundings this week! Dive into the world 
of interior design and unleash your creativity as we guide you
through exciting do-it-yourself projects. From personalized 
wall art to stylish room accessories, campers will learn various
techniques to elevate their living spaces. Explore the art of color
coordination, texture blending, and innovative design concepts 
to create unique pieces that reflect your individual style. Join 
us for a week of hands-on crafting, where you'll discover how 
to turn your imagination into stunning home décor. Elevate 
your space with us!

Exploring the World of Creative Writing
Imagine a world adorned with bubblegum clouds. Do you find
yourself bursting into laughter at a cheesy dad joke? Does poetry
make your heart dance with joy? Join us in this exciting and
imaginative creative writing camp where we will delve into 
various artful ways of expressing thoughts on paper. Our activities
include daily joke contests, short story writing, poetry walks, quirky
collaborative projects, featured author sessions, and much more! 

Flag Football
Engage in the ultimate sports experience this week! Enhance
your skills in flag football with drills in footwork, receiving,
blocking, and passing. Join us for a fun and interactive camp
where you will sharpen your knowledge and stay fit while
enjoying the thrill of competition!

Field Trippin’ for Middle Schoolers  ($250)    Week 4
This week promises a whirlwind of excitement at Community
Schools! We're breaking free from the ordinary to embark on a
journey filled with educational wonders and pure fun. Our
itinerary includes a heartwarming adventure at the Ronald
McDonald House, an exploration of water conservation and birds
at Sweetwater Wetlands, a cosmic odyssey at Flandrau, and an
escape from the heat with a thrilling new release at the theaters.
Join us as we delve into the vibrant tapestry of Tucson,
experiencing moments that go beyond the everyday routine.
Whether it's igniting inspiration for future careers or uncovering
newfound passions, our dedicated Community Schools
Enrichment Site Leads will be there to guide and inspire. Get
ready for a week of discovery, laughter, and endless possibilities!

Field Trippin’ for Middle Schoolers  ($250)    Week 6
Get ready for an exciting week at Community Schools! We're
stepping out into the community for a blend of educational
experiences and pure fun. Join us for an adventure at the Ronald
McDonald House, an engaging day of learning, eating, and playing
at Top Golf where we'll uncover the science behind golfing, an
exploration of the artistry behind glass creations, and a behind-
the-scenes visit to KOLD to discover what it takes to be a local
reporter. This week, let's break free from the ordinary and
explore Tucson with experiences beyond our everyday routine.
Whether you're sparking ideas for a future career or discovering
new passions, our dedicated Community Schools Enrichment
Site Leads will be there to provide guidance and inspiration. Get
ready to dive into a week of exploration, laughter, and endless
possibilities!

Edible Science
Unlock the secrets behind how fun substances like slime,
playdough, and oobleck are created! Come explore the science
behind these creations while getting the chance to make your
own edible versions. From learning about the ingredients to
experimenting with different recipes, campers will have a blast
getting creative with their edible science projects. So, if you're
eager to satisfy your curiosity and your taste buds, sign up for 
this camp and get ready to mix, squish, and create deliciously 
fun treats!

Focus Fest Photography
Calling all shutterbugs! Dive into the world of digital photography
and capture the essence of your surroundings. This camp offers a
blend of creative prompts, fundamental photographic principles,
insights into renowned photographers, and concludes with the
creation of a printed portfolio at the end of the week. Get ready
to unleash your inner photographer and embark on a snap-
happy journey!
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Game Creators
Embark on a thrilling adventure into the realm of board games!
Dive into a world where strategy meets creativity as you explore 
a variety of board games, from cards to resource management,
and unleash your tactical prowess. Compete in tournaments to
showcase your skills and sportsmanship, and hone your strategic
thinking by analyzing game rules and devising new tactics.
Unleash your inner game designer by crafting your own rules 
and mechanics in a collaborative group project.

Glowing Games
Embrace the thrill of glowing games this summer! Campers will
enjoy a neon room, suggesting and playing their favorite games 
in a vibrant, glow-in-the-dark setting. From tic-tac-toe with glow
sticks to ring toss and bottle flipping, the fun never stops. Engage
in unique gaming experiences, testing your skills in a radiant
environment. Let your creativity shine with glow-in-the-dark
attire and immerse yourself in a world of luminous puzzles and
challenges. Join us for an unforgettable summer camp filled with
fun and excitement under the glowing lights!

Games Galore
Games Galore offers a perfect blend of fun and fitness, featuring
classic P.E. favorites with innovative twists. Every day promises 
a new adventure! There will be something enjoyable for
everyone, from tag games and gatorball games to 
exciting invasion games!

Gator Ball Games
Welcome to Gator Ball Games Camp, our camp is designed to 
help students enhance their skills and knowledge in various 
sports involving gator balls. In addition to honing their abilities in
these sports, campers will also engage in other fitness and team
based activities. Join us and get ready to have fun, stay active, 
and develop your teamwork and sportsmanship skills!

Food From Around The World
Discover the captivating world of culinary influences in America as
campers are led on a delightful journey through the flavors of
Italy, Asia, Mexico, and France. Explore how these diverse cultures
have shaped and influenced the food we enjoy today. Unleash
your creativity by making personalized aprons, adding a personal
touch to our cooking experience. Campers will also compile a
recipe book throughout camp with the most delicious recipes. 

Gnome and Fairy Wonderland
Let your imagination will run wild as you delve into the magical
world of gnomes and fairies. Through engaging activities,
captivating stories, and hands-on crafts campers will have the
opportunity to design and create their magical wonderland!  
Sculpt and decorate tiny creatures, adding your own unique 
touch to bring them to life while you craft beautiful garden 
pots, providing the perfect homes for their newfound friends.

Grossology
Are you ready to embrace the world of gooey, slimy, and messy
experiments? Dive into the fascinating realm of concoctions and
sticky creations as we make our very own slime and explore 
other exciting mixtures. From the satisfying texture to the 
colorful variations, we will investigate into the science behind
these slimy substances. This week science gets delightfully messy 
and learning is anything but ordinary! 

Heroes and Villains Perler Beads
Step into the world of Heroes and Villains with our exciting 
Perler Beads Camp! Unleash your creativity as you bring iconic
characters to life using vibrant and melt-able beads. Campers 
will embark on thrilling crafting adventures, designing their
favorite heroes and villains from movies, comics, and beyond. 
Dive into the colorful realm of Perler Beads to create pixelated
masterpieces that showcase your favorite characters' heroic or
villainous traits. Join us for a week of artistic fun and craft your
own unique collection of heroes and villains with Perler Beads!

Imagineers-in-Training: Theme Park Workshop
Ever dream of creating your own epic theme park? Join us as 
you embark on the thrilling journey of theme park creation. 
Jump into the world of design by crafting unique merchandise,
strategize your menu for ultimate satisfaction, and decide on the
perfect mascot to represent your park. Most importantly, unleash
your creativity as you design and develop a model for your
primary thrill ride attraction. Every day promises excitement 
and innovation – no dull moments allowed!

Incredible Things That Crawl
If you are fascinated by spiders, cockroaches, centipedes, and
other crawlers, then this camp is perfect for you! Get up close 
and personal with these fascinating creatures as you observe,
feed, and maybe even touch them (under safe conditions). Our
experienced instructor will guide you through this hands-on
exploration, teaching you about the unique characteristics and
behaviors of these amazing creatures.

Inside Out Theatre
Join us for a theater camp that focuses on both stage crew and
acting roles. Campers will engage in various behind-the-scenes
tasks such as sound effects, prop creation, and set design. We 
will cover everything from backstage fun to front-of-house
procedures, providing a comprehensive theatrical experience. 
At the end of the week, campers will showcase what they have
learned in a final performance!

It’s Elemental My Dear Watt-Sun
Can we use solar power to make a tasty treat or a simple potato 
as a power source? Join us to learn how! Let's ignite your child's
passion for science and boost their critical thinking skills while
learning and discussing topics of chemistry, physics, and
engineering in fun and engaging ways!
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Kicking It with Mr. Remy
Join in the laid-back fun and participate in team games and
energizing exercise activities. Engaging in basketball, soccer,
kickball, capture the flag, and exciting obstacle course challenges,
campers will develop valuable skills, with an emphasis on
teamwork that will leave campers with lifelong lessons. Let's kick
it together!

Mixed Media Art
Explore creativity and turn it into sensory art! Dive into
multimedia crafts, experimenting with textures and techniques
to craft unique masterpieces. From natural elements like leaves
to fabric and yarn, this camp sparks imagination and artistic spirit.
Whether you're a beginner or a seasoned crafter, join us for
hands-on learning and artistic discovery this summer!

Lego Build-a-rama
Greetings, future master builders! If you revel in the creative
possibilities of the Lego interlocking brick system, then enlist for
the most laid-back competition this side of the biggest nearby
river. Campers will be assembled into teams and provided with
daily prompts. These prompts could encompass architectural
feats or entertaining playset constructions. Each day, a champion
will be declared, celebrating the most awe-inspiring build.
Robots, dinosaurs, trees, cars, trains – the surprises are endless.
So, set those ideas in motion and gear up... TO BUILD.

Magical Mini Wizard’s Chests
Expecto Patronum! Calling all Harry Potter fans! Here is your
chance to craft a miniature chest filled with magical and mystical
items that will delight any wizard or witch. These tiny creations
are sure to make you feel like a wonderful wizard! (Please note,
these toys are for display purposes only and are not functional
items).

Mosaic Adventures
Unlock the world of patterns and unleash your inner designer 
in a week of artistic mosaic exploration! Discover the magic of
mosaics using an array of materials and honing diverse skills to
craft truly unique masterpieces. From vibrant tiles to shimmering
glass, the possibilities are endless. Delve into the art of arranging
these elements into mesmerizing patterns that reflect your
individual style. Join us for a week filled with creativity, self-
expression, and the joy of bringing beautiful mosaic visions to life!

Mr. Campa’s Sports Spectacular
Emphasize skill development, strategic understanding, and
sportsmanship across various team sports. While some activities
may not be traditional sports, they are designed to enhance
teamwork. Expect to engage in basketball, flag football, soccer,
volleyball, and even Capture the Flag! Get ready for a physically
active experience where you will be encouraged to give your
personal best!

Jewelry Workshop
Join us as we work on unleashing your creativity and crafting
unique pieces each day by exploring the art of jewelry making.
Throughout the camp, we will be creating beautiful accessories
such as earrings, necklaces, bracelets, rings, and hair accessories.
Get ready to express yourself through design while bringing your
visions and unique style to life through handcrafted jewelry
pieces.

Mystical Woodland Ball
Embark on a magical journey with us as we venture into the
Enchanted Forest to dance and uncover the secrets of mythical
creatures like Unicorns, Dragons, Fairies, and even Gnomes.
Campers will have the opportunity to unleash their creativity by
designing simple yet enchanting scenery, props, and costumes
for our performance on the final day.

Nature Groove
Immerse yourself in the dynamic embrace of the forces of
nature as we journey through the elemental energies that shape
our world. From the gentle whispers of the wind and rhythmic
beat of rain, to the powerful surge of a tsunami, we will explore
through dance the myriad of ways in which nature moves and
flows. Our adventure begins with the creation of a compelling
story, a beautifully child created backdrop, and moves to embody
nature!  Let's get our nature groove on this week!

Nature Heroes
Attention all nature enthusiasts! Join us for an enlightening
exploration of the environment and discover how you can make 
a positive impact on our planet. In this engaging program, we'll
discuss the importance of environmental conservation and learn
practical ways to keep our surroundings clean and thriving. In this
class, participants will engage in hands-on activities designed to
deepen their understanding of environmental issues. So come
prepared to learn, explore, and make a difference. Together, we
can create a brighter, cleaner future for generations to come!

Nothing But Net
Want to take your basketball skills to new heights?  Improve your
game, make new friends, and have a hoop-tastic time this week
as you particpate in various drills to teach you shooting forms, 
lay ups styles, passing skills and much more. Most importantly,
campers will have great fun in playing many different basketball
mini games and scrimmages. 

Kids in the Kitchen
Know how to use an instant pot, air fryer, waffle iron or grill?
Your little chef will learn how to whip up some great dishes,
make a cookbook of all our recipes and how to safely use basic
kitchen utensils and appliances! Campers will dress the part by
making a chef hat and designing an apron too! **This class
contains food items and may not be suitable for those with food
allergies.**
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Pickleball
Pickleball is an ideal sport for kids to enhance their hand-eye
coordination, agility, and teamwork skills within a supportive and
encouraging environment. Combining elements of tennis,
badminton, and ping-pong, pickleball's smaller court size and
slower pace compared to traditional racket sports make it easy
for campers to learn. This sport provides numerous opportunities
for success and enjoyment.

Pressed Flowers Workshop
Discover the beauty of nature through an array of captivating
flower art projects! This camp provides a distinctive fusion of art
and nature, allowing campers to express themselves using various
flowers on different media. Engage in hands-on exploration as 
you experiment with flowers to craft stunning projects that reflect
your creativity and love for the outdoors. Immerse yourself in a
blooming artistic experience that captures the essence of nature's
vibrant beauty!

Pocket-sized Fairy Havens
Have a ‘Fairy’ good day! Did you ever want to be in a tiny world
full of fascination, glitter, and wonder? Come and design your
own fairy garden with miniature greenery, animals, fun
accessories and of course, fairies!

PopCraft Pixel Art Workshop
This is where creativity meets nostalgia! Dive into the world of
pixelated art with our hands-on crafting experience. Unleash
your imagination as you meticulously arrange vibrant and
meltable beads to create stunning pixel art designs. From classic
characters to contemporary creations, this workshop is a journey
through the captivating world of Perler Beads. This is the place 
to craft and showcase your unique pixelated masterpieces. Let
the colors pop, and the creativity flow in this week!

PE Extravaganza
Experience a dynamic variety of PE team sports and learn how 
to maintain overall physical fitness in a fun and supportive
environment. This camp is an opportunity for campers to
enhance their athletic abilities and teamwork skills. Don't miss 
out on this exciting opportunity to level up your sports knowledge
and performance!

Percussion Workshop
Campers will learn how to read rhythms, music, dynamics, and 
so much more! This camp will use a Snare, Bass, Toms, Bongos,
Congas, Vibraslap, Slapstick, Triangle and Tambourine. Learn 
how to read music and rhythms in 4/4 time, use dynamic skills 
to articulate the sound and use newly found rhythms to create
exciting music! A trained percussionist will play for campers to
show how this class can further their percussion careers.
Students can showcase their talents at an end of the week
performance!

Perler Projects
Step into the vibrant realm of Perler Projects, where creativity
knows no bounds! Embark on a week-long adventure as campers
dive headfirst into the kaleidoscopic world of Perler Beads. The
pinnacle of this artistic journey? Crafting your own mesmerizing
3D Perler Bead projects that defy the ordinary and celebrate
boundless imagination! Get ready for a week filled with color,
texture, and the joy of bringing unique visions to life. Let the 
Perler magic unfold!

Oceanic Rhythms: Mermaids & Sea Creatures Dance Gala
Join us for an enchanting journey as we dance and sway alongside
Sea Creatures and Mermaids. We will weave together a captivating
narrative, design mesmerizing scenes, fashion simple yet stunning
costumes, and of course, choreograph an enthralling dance.

Palette Adventures: Exploring the Art of Painting
Join us for an immersive journey where the joy of painting meets
the power of teamwork, creating a summer camp experience that
is both enriching and inspiring! Dive into the world of paint mixing
and techniques across a spectrum of captivating materials. From
canvas to fabric and beyond, campers will unleash their creativity,
experimenting with various tools and mediums to bring their
unique visions to life.

Puppet Making
Journey into the creative world of puppetry! Dive into the art 
of puppet making and present your very own puppet show. In
this hands-on workshop, campers will explore diverse puppet-
making techniques using a variety of materials and styles. You
will design and craft your puppets, bringing them to life through
imagination and storytelling skills. By the camp's end, proudly
showcase your puppet show to peers, gaining confidence and
creating cherished memories.

Recycle-Palooza
Transform everyday items into extraordinary art with us! Craft
airplanes from water bottles, fashion beautiful butterflies from
paper towel rolls, and unlock the magic of turning trash into
treasure. Join us in embracing the power of recycling and let 
your imagination soar!

Road Trip Through Mexico
Let's embark on a delightful journey brimming with exciting
activities! Craft a variety of themed masterpieces, including tissue
paper flowers and painting the iconic El Sol de Mexico. Immerse
yourself in cooking sessions, mastering the art of quesadilla and
chilaquiles preparation, and creating refreshing Mexican drinks like
horchata or jamaica. Join us for a memorable experience, where
you will not only cook delicious Mexican food but also craft unique
artworks inspired by the vibrant culture of Mexico!
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Stories Galore
Do you have a passion for reading? Immerse yourself in a 
world of beloved stories and creative crafts that bring these 
tales to life. Dive into the magical realm of literature as you 
read your favorite stories and engage in fun art projects that
enhance your understanding of the narratives. From crafting
puppets and mobiles to dioramas, unleash your creativity and
storytelling skills in this captivating camp. Join us to explore 
the enchanting synergy between words and art, and craft 
your own books to share with fellow book lovers. Get ready 
for a summer of imagination, creativity, and endless storytelling
adventures at Stories Galore!

Super Sports Camp
Young athletes join us for an action-packed adventure this week
as we immerse ourselves in a variety of sports, providing an
opportunity to enhance skills, foster teamwork, and promote a
love for physical activity. From soccer and basketball, to tennis
and more, campers will engage in drills, fun games, and friendly
competitions. Whether your camper is a seasoned athlete, or just
starting out, this is the perfect place to develop sportsmanship,
improve athletic abilities, and make lasting memories. Get ready
for a week of energy, enthusiasm, and excellence on the field or
court – where every camper is a superstar!

Strength and Conditioning
Join us this summer to learn how to effectively utilize the weight
room to maximize your workout sessions. Learn the balance
between effectiveness, safety, and age-appropriateness whether
you are a beginner or an advanced athlete. Discover tips and tricks
to reach your fitness goals as you learn basic strength and
conditioning exercises, promoting overall fitness, athleticism, and
proper technique. This camp is great to keep you in shape for the
next school year's athletic season!

Space Camp
Blast off on an epic adventure as campers delve into the
mysteries of outer space. Explore the planets beyond ours and
discover what it's like to live in space. Through engaging
presentations and interactive activities, we will take a cosmic
journey to discover the wonders of the universe.  Enjoy arts 
and crafts projects that will bring the wonders of space down 
to Earth. Book your spot in this stellar camp now and get ready 
for an out-of-this-world experience!

Sports Fusion
Welcome to Sports Fusion! Join us for classic games such as
Amputation, Medic, Mushroom, and Elimination. The adrenaline
rush and teamwork required in these games will keep campers
engaged and entertained. But that's not all – we'll also spice
things up by introducing other timeless favorites like Night at the
Museum, Sharks and Minnows, and even Zombie Tag. Staff will
expertly guide campers through each game, ensuring a safe and
exhilarating experience for all participants.

STEM Explorers
Step into the exhilarating world of STEM with STEM Explorers!
Through hands-on experiments, exciting projects, and team
challenges, students will unlock the secrets of STEM while
developing critical thinking, problem-solving, and teamwork skills
all while having fun. 

Soccer
Step onto the pitch and get ready for an exhilarating week as we
focus on improving footwork, dribbling, passing and shooting
skills and understanding the fundamentals of soccer. With a mix
of soccer training and fitness activities, our camp is designed to
enhance overall athletic abilities and build teamwork skills. Come
kick-start your soccer journey with us and take your game to the
next level!

Slimetime
Get ready to dive into an ooey-gooey extravaganza as we unravel
the secrets of slime and delve into the mesmerizing science
behind its properties! Join us for a slime-filled adventure where
learning seamlessly merges with creativity in the most colorful,
squishy, and delightful way imaginable. Experience the joy of
crafting various types of slime, from the irresistibly fluffy to the
intriguingly glassy! Don't miss out on the slimy fun – it's bound 
to be a gooey good time!

The Art of Handmade Cards
Explore the enchanting world of creativity as we become
designers this week!  Unleash your artistic flair as we dive into 
the exciting realm of crafting personalized, handmade cards.
Throughout the camp, young artists will discover various
techniques, from intricate paper cutting to vibrant watercolors, 
to design unique and heartfelt cards. Embrace the joy of
expressing creativity through handmade art, and leave with a
collection of beautifully crafted cards to share with family and
friends. Join us for a week filled with imagination, artistic
exploration, and the satisfaction of creating your own
masterpiece!



Trash to Treasures
Get ready to have a blast while learning about recycling. Explore
the creative side of recycling by transforming everyday items 
into extraordinary treasures.  Dive into various projects such as
making bird feeders out of plastic bottles, crafting funky duct 
tape pouches, constructing binoculars from cardboard tubes,
creating beautiful wind chimes using recycled materials, and 
even building our own robots through upcycling old gadgets.
Through hands-on activities, we will learn about the importance
of reducing waste, reusing materials, and repurposing them into
something useful and fun.

Water Mania
Dive into the excitement of our Water Mania camp! Immerse
yourself in a world of water games and water balloon fun as 
you make a splash with new friends.  Enjoy thrilling water
challenges as you get ready to have a splish-splashing good time.
Stay cool and active this summer while learning new skills and
creating memories that will last a lifetime.

Unconventional Painting
We will use out-of-the-box painting techniques to inspire
budding artists to explore innovative ways to create captivating
artwork! From unconventional tools to abstract styles, campers
will push boundaries and express themselves through paint. 
Join us for a week of exploration and endless possibilities in 
the colorful world of out-of-the-box painting!

Wizard’s World
Did your Hogwart letter get lost in the post? Don't worry! Join
fellow witches, wizards, and muggles in a magical camp
celebrating the enchanting world of Harry Potter! Immerse
yourself in a week filled with arts, crafts, reading, watching, and
savoring magical treats. Come be a part of the magic with us!

Yoga
Interested in a perfect blend of movement and tranquility?
Experience a delightful mix of fun games and calming activities
designed just for you this week. Each day, discover new yoga
poses integrated into exciting games. Together, as a team, we 
will even create unique poses. Get ready to embark on a journey
of  joy and relaxation – let the fun and yoga begin!

Trading Card Game Adventures
Embark on a thrilling journey into the world of Trading Card
Games! Campers will delve into the strategic and captivating
realm of trading card games, where each card holds the key 
to endless possibilities. From mastering the rules to building
powerful decks, campers will be guided through the intricacies 
of gameplay, fostering strategic thinking and decision-making
skills playing games like Lorcana & Pokemon!  Join us for a
trading card adventure like no other, where every draw of the
card leads to new challenges, friendships, and unforgettable
moments!

Tiny Treats Craft Workshop
Join us in the delightful crafting world of miniature culinary
artistry as we craft tiny cakes, cookies, and candies to beautifully
arrange on a tiny tray. Unleash your inner pastry chef and 
indulge in the creative process of designing these tempting
treats. Please note, as delectable as these may appear, these
goodies are crafted for display purposes only and are not edible –
unfortunately! It's a feast for the eyes, and a hands-on
experience that combines the joy of crafting with the art of
miniature confectionery.

Tiny Magic Glitter Jars
Do you like glitter and pretty jewels? You will love this easy class!
Fill tiny jars with glitter and other pretty accents to create
beautiful miniature bottles. Display them on a tray to show off
their color and shimmer!

The World of Art
Embark on a journey where art knows no limits – a universal
language that speaks to the soul! Join us in an exploration of 
art from around the world, where campers will delve into 
unique artistic techniques. Unleash creativity as we go beyond
boundaries, including a hands-on experience in creating personal
pigments. Let's paint a vibrant canvas of cultural expression and
artistic discovery together!

The Artist in You
Come unleash your inner artist!  Boost your creative confidence
as you embark on a journey guided by step-by-step instructions
to complete exciting projects. Connect with fellow campers
through engaging and structured social activities, fostering a
sense of camaraderie and artistic inspiration. At the end of the
week, campers will proudly take home a portfolio filled with their
unique masterpieces, showcasing the skills and creativity 
they've cultivated throughout this enriching artistic adventure.

School’s Out, Camp’s In,
Let the Summer Adventure Begin!
Spread sunshine and smiles, and

Make Forever Friends!
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School begins August 5, 2024

C.A.R.E. for School Year 2024-2025 will
open with full day C.A.R.E. on July 22 at 

Sunrise Drive Elementary School.
Scheduling will open on July 10 online.

SUMMER 2024SUMMER 2024

Questions on Driver’s Training or 6th Grade Prep Camp? 
Call (520) 209-7562



 next stop... cs summer camp!


